Consolidate your bills with BT OneBillPlus and manage your costs with Billing Analyst

Just think how useful it would be to have all your voice and data costs consolidated on one bill, with one payment date and one fully itemised report. Imagine further the facility to analyse your billing in depth, analysing call frequency and effectiveness and creating accurate records for future comparison.

Two products from BT – OneBillPlus and Billing Analyst – can help ensure you are always in control of your telecom spend.

With OneBillPlus you can choose whether to receive your bills monthly or quarterly, when to pay them and which voice and data services you would like included. You will also receive a dedicated freephone number to deal with all your billing enquiries.

Now BT has added further value with BT Billing Analyst, a free software package that allows you to import your billing data direct from a CD-ROM and analyse it in depth on your PC. BT Billing Analyst ensures you remain in control of your costs, pinpointing areas of inefficiency, identifying unnecessary calls at premium or peak rates and helping to combat fraud.

Just look at the amazing benefits for your business:

• BT Billing Analyst saves you valuable time by giving call itemisation – instantly and accurately – with easy-to-read graphs of your key call trends. No more sifting through reams of paper.

• BT Billing Analyst puts you in control by providing you with a site-by-site analysis, enabling the establishment of calling patterns and the elimination of wasteful or unprofitable calls. You can select or exclude calls, compare current and historical bills over a two-year period and even design your own search criteria. In fact, you can see every level of detail down to individual calls on your OneBillPlus statement.

• BT Billing Analyst can create summarised or detailed management reports tailored to your business, and can export, sort, filter and print information in the format you want.

For more information visit us at www.bt.com/business/analyst, or email cats@bt.com
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